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Abstract 
A cerium/copper (Ce/Cu) preferred carbon monoxide (CO) oxidation (PROX) catalyst 
has been synthesized via electrodeposition onto a metal foam monolith.  The catalyst was 
characterized using ICP, TPRS, TPR and SEM/EDS.   Preliminary PROX TPRS evidence in a 
reaction mixture of 1% CO, 0.5% O2, 40% H2 (bal. Ar.) indicated that the highest activity was 
seen in a sequential deposition, in which Cu was deposited first.  The highest CO oxidation 
activity was obtained when the Ce concentration in the second step was 0.1 M (resulting in a 
bulk wt% loading of 0.24 Ce:Cu).  SEM/EDS analysis indicated that an increase in ceria loading 
beyond 0.24 caused sheet-like formations of primarily ceria to cover the copper surface, and 
decreasing the catalyst activity.  CO conversion and selectivity were also measured in the 
absence (“simple” mixture) and presence of 9% CO2 and 1% steam (“complex” mixture), 
revealing that the catalyst approached equilibrium CO concentrations at temperatures of 130
o
C 
and 140
o
C respectively for simple and complex mixtures.  Even though there is still much work 
to be done to characterize this catalyst and optimize its utility, electrodeposited Ce/Cu catalysts 
may be a viable reactor design for a PROX unit. 
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1. Literature Review 
1.1. Introduction 
Worldwide, energy use per capita has increased over the last century three fold, and with 
the world’s population climbing, total energy usage shows no sign of declining  [1].  One of the 
major sources of energy use is electric power generation, which has not only been on the rise in 
the past 20 years but is projected to increase in the near future as can be seen in Figure 1.  
 
World Electric Power Generation 1980-2030, OECD (Countries who belong to the         
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) [2] 
Regardless of the form of fuel used in transportation, industry, or domestic applications small 
improvements in efficiency of both the generation and usage of this energy could have a major 
impact on the environment and economy globally.  The two major energy uses in the US are 
transportation and generation of electricity [1].  In the generation of electrical power 65% of the 
total energy content of the starting fuel  is lost, and at best domestic combustion engines used in 
transportation are less than 15% efficient [3, 4].  A possible candidate to replace the existing 
commercial, residential, and portable power generation technology is the fuel cell.   
 
 
Figure 1:  
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1.2 Fuel Cells  
A fuel cell is a device which converts chemical energy directly into electrical energy with 
less loss than associated with mechanical conversions in a combustion engine [5].  Fuel cells are 
said to be two to three times as efficient without the production of pollutants associated with 
internal combustion engines such as, CO, hydrocarbons, or NOx [6].    Several variations of the 
fuel cell are available such as:  polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), alkaline fuel 
cell (AFC), phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC), molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC), and solid 
oxide fuel cell (SOFC)[1].  Due to high operating temperatures or unstable components most of 
these are not considered to be viable for applications requiring transient small scale operation, 
with the exception of the PEMFC.    
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Figure 2:  Model of PEM Fuel Cell [6] 
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In the PEMFC, shown in Figure 2, hydrogen gas is oxidized to hydrogen ions (H
+
) at the 
anode, creating a gradient of electrons which flow to the cathode where oxygen is catalytically 
reduced in the presence of hydrogen to form water [6].  The process is both highly efficient and 
environmentally friendly, since no NOx is produced [6].   The membrane is comprised of 
acidified fluoropolymer (usually DuPont’s NafionTM), capable of transferring protons and 
operating at 70-80
o
C [7].  This gives rise to the major limitation of the  PEMFC, at these low 
temperatures the Pt electrocatalysts are competitively poisoned by carbon monoxide (CO) [7].  
Shao et. al state that this adsorption can be avoided at higher temperatures where the catalyst are 
capable of tolerating as much as 30,000 ppm CO at 200
o
C as opposed to the 10-20 ppm threshold 
at 80
o
C.  The limitation, however is that at temperatures much above 80
o
C the polymer 
membrane loses the ability to conduct protons rendering the fuel cell useless [7].  Currently, in 
order to utilize the benefits of the PEMFC high purity hydrogen must be supplied. 
1.3 Fuel Processors 
Since currently there is no infrastructure in place for hydrogen to be supplied to 
consumers, it would seem most logical to either generate it at specific locations to be distributed 
to the user or to be produced by the user on site [8, 9].  In either case fuel processors, systems 
that strip hydrogen from fuel hydrocarbons or oxygenates, may be used.  A general schematic of 
the overall system is shown in Figure 3, with methane as the fuel for simplification.  This process 
can be adapted to use ethanol, methanol, gasoline or diesel with the addition of a vaporizer for 
liquid fuels [8, 10, 11].   
Methane and water are heated and fed to a steam reformer (SR) where reactions (1) and 
(2) strip the hydrogen from methane to yield CO and CO2 respectively [12].  Both of these 
reactions are highly endothermic and increase the total number of moles so the production of H2 
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is favored by high temperatures and low pressure, consequently the system is run near 
atmospheric pressure. 
 
 The feed is then sent through two water gas shift (WGS) reactors to increase the yield of 
hydrogen through reaction 3. 
CH4 + H2O = CO + 3H2                  (1) 
         CH4 + 2H2O = CO2 + 4H2          (2) 
     CO + H2O = CO2 + H2                 (3) 
The sensitivity of the H2-PEM fuel cells demands that  percent compositions of CO found 
in the effluent of fuel processors be reduced to trace amounts less than ~5 ppm, and for 
bimetallic alloy fuel cells less than 100 ppm [13].  Thus before being sent to the fuel cell the 
hydrogen stream must be further purified by reducing the CO concentration.    
 
 
CH4 
H2O 
SR 
WGS 
HT 
WGS 
LT 
CO 
Purification FC 
Electricity 
Heat 
Exchanger 
Figure 3: Simplified Fuel Processor/Fuel Cell:  Steam reformer (SR), Water Gas Shift 
reactor High Temperature (WGS HT), Water Gas Shift reactor Low Temperature (WGS 
LT), Fuel Cell (FC). [5] 
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1.4 PROX Reaction 
There are several approaches that have been studied to selectively remove CO including:  
palladium-based membrane purification or pressure swing adsorption  (PSA),  CO methanation, 
and preferred oxidation of carbon monoxide to CO2  (PROX) [14].  In the PSA approach the gas 
mixture is pressurized and depressurized in contact with an adsorbing bed or selective 
membrane, and has been shown to be as effective as PROX methods [12].  However the need for 
a compression unit and the cost of CO selective membrane or adsorbates make this approach less 
favorable for small-scale applications.  CO methanation is problematic due to consuming 
stoichiometricly twice as much H2 as CO, which limits the efficiency of the overall system.   The 
remaining method of the CO removal is the PROX reaction in which CO is selectively oxidized 
to CO2 utilizing a suitable catalyst. This appears to be the most practical choice.   
The PROX reaction (4) competes with the oxidation of H2 (5).  
               CO + ½ O2  CO2   (ΔHrxn, 298K= -283 kJ/mol, ΔG298K =-257 kJ/mol)     (4) 
               H2 + ½ O2 H2O     (ΔHrxn, 298K= -242 kJ/mol, ΔG298K =-228 kJ/mol)     (5) 
  What distinguishes a PROX reactor is the selectivity of reaction (4) over reaction (5).  
By utilizing the proper catalyst it is possible to increase CO selectivity.  If a one mole basis of 
CO with 100% selectivity is assumed the adiabatic temperature rise for reaction gas mixture of: 
40% H2, 1% CO, 0.5% O2, balance Ar is shown in equation below. 
                                𝑇𝑎𝑑 =
∆𝐻𝑠𝑡𝑝
𝐶𝑝
=
283 
𝐾𝐽
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒  𝐶𝑂
 ∗(
.01 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒  𝐶𝑂
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒  𝑀𝑖𝑥
)
24.1952(
𝐽
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒  𝑀𝑖𝑥
𝐾 
) 
= 117 𝐾         (7) 
This severe elevation in temperature must be removed by heat exchange in order to avoid 
the two main reactions which plague the PROX system, reverse water gas shift (r-WGS),(8) and  
the hydrogenation of CO  or CO2 to form methane (9)  [5]. 
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 CO2 + H2  CO + H2O         (8) 
        (CO or CO2) + H2CH4 + H2O       (9) 
The r-WGS reaction limits the CO levels, because as the partial pressure of CO2 increases 
the r-WGS shift produces more CO in the stream.  It has been shown that over certain catalysts 
this problem is exacerbated at higher temperature [15]. 
 
            
Figure 4:  Pt-Fe Wash-Coated PROX Catalyst: exhibiting a decrease in CO conversion 
temperature increases [16]. 
 
Figure 4 above from Roberts et. al shows the amount of CO in the exit stream of a PROX 
reactor increasing as temperature elevates above 150
o
C, due to the increased activity of the r-
WGS reaction.  These increases in temperature can be due heat generated by the oxidation 
reactions which is not removed from the reaction bed. 
As for the methanation reaction (9)  evidence has shown that with Pt based catalysts the 
extent of reaction is negligible up to temperatures as high as 400
o
C [16].  It may be reasonable to 
believe that if temperatures within the PROX reactor are maintained at a temperature 100-200
o
C 
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by heat exchange and the space velocity kept sufficiently high so as to reduce the temperature 
rise with in the bed that methanation would not become a major issue.   
1.5 PROX Catalysts 
The requirements for the ideal PROX catalysts include:  
  High overall activity 
  High selectivity for CO oxidation over H2 
  Operation temperature between the outlet Temperature of the LT-WGS (200oC) 
and inlet of the PEM fuel cell (80-100
o
C) 
 Resistance of deactivation by CO2 and H2O [13]. 
Many catalysts have been studied to promote the PROX reaction including Pt-, Ru-, Pd-, 
Au-, Co- and Ce/Cu [13, 17-20].  The use of Pt based PROX catalysts has been widely studied.  
In the 1960’s SelectoxoTM, a Pt-Fe catalyst was used to selectively oxidize CO and prevent 
ammonia catalyst poisoning [5].  It may be noted that addition of Fe to Pt offers an alternative 
site for the O2 to adsorb, so that the CO bound to Pt does not inhibit this adsorption as it does on 
the PEM catalyst [5].  This group of catalysts however shows some loss in activity in the 
presence of water, which is inevitably present [21]. Steam levels at the PROX inlet may reach as 
high as 12 wt. % [21].  As a result of this sensitivity to water vapor, the operating temperature of 
the PROX unit is often dictated by the condensation of water vapor, paying close attention to 
stay above the dew point. 
Au based catalysts show much higher activity at low reaction temperatures than Pt based 
catalysts, but have an even higher sensitivity to CO2 and water as well as low thermal stability 
[22].  Ceria/copper based catalysts have been investigated, and show much promise even 
compared to Pt or Au based catalysts [13, 14, 22]. 
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In addition to CO oxidation, Ce/Cu catalysts have shown activity in the catalytic wet 
oxidation of phenol, SO2 reduction, NO reduction, and methane oxidation [14].  Ceria and its 
oxides have been used as oxygen storage and thermal stabilizers in catalytic converters [24].  
Evidence from molecular simulations has suggested that cerium and its oxides are not only O2 
storage sites but that oxygen molecules bound to the surface of this structure are more reactive 
than bulk oxygen [23].  Ce/Cu catalysts are also more selective at lower temperatures than Pt 
catalysts, and at least as active [22].  Even though they have been shown to be less active than 
Au- catalysts, they show higher resistance to CO2 and H2O and higher overall selectivity [14, 
24].  Furthermore it has been shown that CuO/CeO2  catalysts are capable of oxidizing CO 
completely at a temperature as low as 100
o
C in hydrogen rich streams, placing it squarely in the 
range desired for PEM fuel cells [25].  Ce/Cu has thus shown promise of meeting all the desired 
qualities required of a PROX catalyst.  In addition to physical and chemical characteristics, both 
ceria and copper are readily available commercially and much less expensive than noble metal 
catalysts.     
1.6 Catalyst Support and Synthesis Methods 
The three major techniques that have been shown for producing Ce/Cu catalyst are 
precipitation, thermal decomposition/combustion and sol gel.  There are many examples of 
Cu/Ce catalysts being produced by precipitation from aqueous solutions of copper and ceria 
nitrate salts [13, 23, 26, 27].  In some cases the catalyst is left in particle form with a  100 μm 
diameter, to be packed tightly into a bed reactor [13].  Packed bed reactors often give a much 
higher conversion, however the major drawback for a practical application is that the pressure 
drop across such beds is very high, limiting the throughput and increasing operational costs [28].  
To overcome this, the particles can be physically deposited into monolith structures (AlO3) via 
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incipient wetness, wash coat or impregnation techniques [23, 26].  The success of the physical 
deposition ultimately relies on the roughness of the surface to enable good adhesion and to 
provide additional surface area.  This often requires additional surface preparation steps.  Sol gel 
techniques have been utilized as well to obtain Ce/Cu catalysts with some success, however the 
small catalyst particles need to be physically attached to support surface in much the same way 
as seen precipitation routes [29, 30].  Thermal degradation  and combustion techniques utilize 
thermal energy to add additional surface area to the catalyst by sintering matter onto the support, 
but further steps are needed to acquire a useful catalyst [14, 24, 25, 31, 32].  For example, 
Avgouropoulos et al. used a urea combustion method to deposit CuO/CeO2 onto the surface of 
metal foams with some success, however due to the short nature of the combustion period 
carbonaceous impurities had to be vaporized in an additional heating step [14].   
1.7 Metal Foam Support  
The use of metal foam gives the additional benefits not seen in ceramics of increased 
thermal conductivity and mechanical stability [24, 33].  Added mechanical stability of metal 
foams offer advantages over brittle ceramic supports can prove to be ineffective over a long 
service time in a portable setting, due to shock 
and vibration.  Metals offer both high thermal 
conductivity and low heat capacity enabling the 
bed to react quickly to transient temperature 
demands as well as dissipate exothermic heat    
radially from the bead [29].  This ability to more 
efficiently conduct heat decreases the size of heat 
exchangers needed to maintain isothermal 
Figure 5:  Fecralloy® Foam 
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conditions, a trait hindered by ceramics. The random pattern of flow paths insure that the gas 
mixtures flowing within are well mixed, reducing the chance of uneven reaction and hot spots 
[28].  Foams are characterized by the average number of pore per linear inch (ppi) and the ratio 
of the volume of the metal skeleton divided by the total gross geometric volume.  This is called 
the foam’s cell density (ρcell).  
 The metal foam support used in this work is composed of ferrous alloy called Fecraloy
®
,
 
shown in Figure 5.  Fecraloy
®
 is comprised of 73% Fe, 20% Cr, 5% Al, and 2% Y, which is not 
only thermally conductive but electrically conductive as well.   This electro-conductivity was 
exploited by electrodepositing Ce/Cu onto the metal foam.    
1.8 Electrodeposition 
Electrical energy may be used to induce reduction/oxidation reactions in solution to coat 
a specified metal onto a surface [35].   The general form of this reaction (10), is that of a metal 
ion in solution being reduced by gaining an electron 
and being deposited as M
o
 onto a negatively 
charged surface, or cathode [34].  
    M
z+
 + ze
-
 = M
o
      (10) 
   A simplified cell of the same type used in 
this work is shown in Figure 6 consists of: 1. The 
working electrode or surface to be coated  2. A 
counter electrode or platinum mesh  3. A reference 
electrode and 4. An electrolyte solution.   
A negative DC charge is sent through the working electrode (the metal foam) and a 
positive charge is induced on the counter electrode (platinum mesh).  Both are submerged in a 
(2)      (1)       (3) 
+ -        ref. 
(4) 
Figure 6:  Simplified Electrodeposition Cell 
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conductive electrolyte solution consisting of ammonium nitrate and the salt of the metals to be 
deposited, either copper nitrate or ceria nitrate (or both).  The dissociated ions of the metals, 
which are positively charged, are attracted to the surface of the cathode working electrode.   
The growth of deposits on the surface does not usually happen in uniform sheets; instead 
metal ions become attached to the cathode at certain favored sites, losing some of the water or 
other ligands which were previously attached to them, in order to form bonds with the cathode 
surface, with partial neutralization of their charge. [35]  This diffusion and reaction driven by 
electric potential can lead to desired products even at room temperature [36].  The 
electrochemical reactions take place at the surface of the electrode and can lead to products not 
possible by other means [37].  This process may be controlled by:  choice of electrode, 
electrolyte, temperature, pH, concentration and composition of electrolyte, cell type and mode of 
electrolysis.  There are two modes of electrodeposition: potentiostatic (fixed voltage) and 
galvanostatic (fixed current).   Ohms law, (11) dictates that only the current or potential may be 
held constant, where I is the current V the potential and R resistance. 
                     𝐼 =
𝑉
𝑅
               (11) 
Kinetic control of the reaction is dictated by the amount of current induced on the 
surface, while voltage potential has the ability control thermodynamic phase of the product [36].  
In this work we utilize a potentiostatic process that has the ability to yield a single phase product 
[36].  Even though other electrodeposition parameters may be varied to yield the desired product, 
the work reported here is not exhaustive and focuses on varying composition of the metals 
dissolved in the electrolyte.    
The two types of electrodeposition that will be discussed in this work are simultaneous 
electrodeposition (co-deposition) of Cu and Ce and the sequential deposition of each metal.  It 
12 
 
was reported earlier that the optimal Ce/Cu catalyst is comprised of roughly 3-9 wt% copper 
dispersed on a cerium surface [13].  This suggests a target surface composition to be synthesized 
by electrodeposition.  
 Both of the metals have been co-deposited with other elements in previous studies, Ce 
with Zr and Cu with S, Se, G, and In [37, 38], suggesting the feasibility of this approach.   To 
overcome the potentially competitive nature of co-deposition, a sequential approach was also 
taken.  To obtain a surface using sequential deposition, Cu must be deposited first, since a thin 
layer of Ce will electrically insulate the support from further electrodeposition [39].   
The mechanism of copper deposition for the case of Cu (II) is shown below. 
         Cu
2+
 + 2e
-
 = Cu
o
 surface           (12) 
The mechanism for Ce deposition is more complex as shown by Aldykiewicz et. al in the 
reactions below.   
   4 Ce
3+
 + O2  + 4 OH
- 
+ 2H2O  4Ce(IV)(OH)2
2+       
(13) 
   
2 Ce
3+
 + O2  + 2 OH
- 
+ H2O2  2Ce(IV)(OH)2
2+
      (14) 
  Ce(OH)2
2+ 
 + 2 OH
-   CeO2 + 2H2O             (15) 
The reduction of water, molecular oxygen and nitrate ions generate the OH
-
, raising the pH 
enough to precipitate ceria oxide powder onto the electrode [40].   The oxidation of ceria can 
take place through reactions (13) or (14), and the precipitation of insoluble CeO2 occurs through 
rxn. (15) [40].  In both of the cases above the source of electrons can be controlled 
experimentally with a potentiostat. 
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1.9 Scope of This Work 
The scope of this work is to produce a novel catalyst consisting of Ce and Cu 
electrodeposited onto a metal foam support surface.  Electrodeposition parameters were adjusted 
to yield unique catalyst surfaces and these catalysts were tested for PROX activity in a gas 
stream containing CO and H2.  The most active catalysts were then evaluated for selectivity of 
CO oxidation over H2 oxidation.  The catalysts were characterized using TPR, TPRS, SEM/EDS, 
and ICP-MS to determine the composition of the bulk and the surface.  These characterization 
techniques were also used to illustrate the use of the electrodeposition process to produce the 
desired surface composition.   
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Figure 7:  Large (1” diameter x 0.5” long) and Small (0.25” diameter x 
1”long) Fecralloy Foams  
2 Experimental 
2.1 Catalyst Synthesis: Electrodeposition 
Catalysts were synthesized by electrodepositing cerium and copper metals onto the 
surface of metal foams similar to the foams shown in Figure 7.   Fecralloy
®
 foams (40 ppi and  
4% ρcell with a specific geometric surface area of 2.5 mm
-1
) were cut to ether a ¼” diam. x 1” 
long or 1”diam. X ½” long, depending on size of the reactor in which they were to be used.  The 
foams were then submerged in acetone and agitated to remove any oils.  Finally they were then 
dried at 40
o
C for 2 hours and weighed.   
            
 
The laboratory electrochemical cell (shown schematically in Figure 6) is shown in Figure 
8, was comprised of:  99.9% pure platinum wire ( Aldrich #267228-1G, St. Louis MO) attached 
to a metal foam as the working anode, platinum mesh counter electrode in holder, saturated KCl 
reference electrode, or SCE (Accumet #13-620-51, Fischer Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) , and 
dissolved metal/ammonium nitrate electrolyte solution stirred with a magnetic bar.  The 
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potential, counter electrode and reagents were determined by methods previously described in 
the literature.  
            
  
 
The composition of the electrolysis solution was varied to carry out either co-deposition 
or sequential deposition of Cu and Ce.  Co-deposition solutions were comprised of both  
Cu(NO3)2·2.5 H2O (reagent ACS grade, Acros Organics) and Ce(NO3)3·6 H2O (99.5% pure, 
Acros Organics) salts dissolved in an aqueous electrolyte of NH4NO3,(99.9% pure, Mallinckrodt 
Chemicals) and DI water , with the intention of depositing both metals in a single 
electrodeposition.    These foams were exposed to a potentiostatic charge of -2 volts (versus 
SCE) for different times at varied concentrations, summarized in Table 1.   
 
1 
4 
2 
3 
Figure 8:  Laboratory Electrodeposition Cell Setup: 1. Metal foam cathode, 2. 
Platinum mesh counter electrode, 3. Reference electrode, 4. Stir bar in 
solution 
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Table 1: Electrolytes Used for Codeposition (M = moles/L). 
Co-deposition Electrolyte  Ce(NO3)3(M) Cu(NO3)2(M) NH4NO3 (M) 
1 0.1 0.001 0.5 
2 0.2 0.001 0.5 
3 0.2 0.1 0.5 
4 0.2 0.5 0.5 
5 0.001 0.2 0.5 
6 0.05 0.2 0.5 
7 0.1 0.2 0.5 
8 0.2 0.2 0.5 
 
 
The co-deposition of the foams summarized in Table 1 was done with three ideas in 
mind.  The first was to keep all parameters constant except the time of deposition.  The effect of 
deposition time was explored by using Electrolyte 1 (Table 1) and exposing similar foams at 30, 
60, 120, 180, and 300 second intervals.  The second was to maintain a higher concentration of 
cerium in the solution and systematically reduce the copper concentration in order to deposit less 
copper on the surface (Electrolytes 2-4).  The third was designed to maintain a higher 
concentration of copper and systematically reduce the cerium concentration in solution 
(Electrolytes 5-8).   
The final approach was to deposit sequentially copper then cerium.  For the sequential 
deposition, cerium and copper salts were dissolved in separate solutions of 0.5 M aqueous 
ammonia nitrate.  In all sequential cases the first step was identical, foams were deposited for 3 
minutes at -2.0 V (versus SCE) using a 0.2 M Cu(NO3)2 and 0.5 NH4NO3 (aq).  The samples 
were then blotted dry and run a second time at -2 volts (versus SCE) in Ce solutions for 3 
minutes, in which the cerium concentrations were varied as displayed in Table 2. 
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Once the deposition was complete the foam was removed and dried in a desiccator for 
three days, then weighed to calculate the percent weight increase.   The sequential foam 
 
 
 
 
 
depositions were carried out five times in triplicate with fresh solution in each run, to 
demonstrate control over the surface deposited.  The deposition of the copper surface was held as 
uniform as possible from one run to the next.  The ceria concentration in the subsequent 
deposition was increased systematically from 0.0 M to 0.2 M, in the interest of depositing more 
ceria on the surface.   
Deposition of the larger 1” diameter foams was accomplished by sequential deposition of 
Cu and Ce onto the surface.  Similar large foams were synthesized using sequential deposition of 
0.2 M Cu(NO3)2 in 0.5 NH4NO3 (aq.) followed by 0.1 M Ce(NO3)3 in 0.5 NH4NO3 (aq.). The 
deposition time for both steps was 3 minutes at a potential of -2 volts (versus SCE). 
In each case the samples were weighed before deposition, dried post deposition and weighed 
again to determine the percent of weight increase (%Winc) deposited on the surface of the foam 
with the equation below.                                                                                         
                                     %𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑐 =  
(𝑊𝑓−𝑊°)
𝑊°
× 100%                     (16) 
No attempt was made to calculate the mean thickness of a deposited catalyst layer, 
because too many variables affect this calculation.  In order to do so with any accuracy the 
Catalyst  Ce(NO3)3(M) NH4NO3 (M) 
S0 0.0 0.5 
S01 0.025 0.5 
S2 0.05 0.5 
S3 0.1 0.5 
S4 0.2 0.5 
Table 2: Sequential Deposition Ceria Solutions (M=moles/L) 
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density and therefore composition of the deposited layer must be known.  This density varies 
with fraction of a substance and with oxidation state of each compound, the exhaustive 
measurement of all present surface compounds was considered to be beyond the scope of this 
project.  Another necessary assumption would be that all surfaces of the support were coated 
evenly, which was most probably not the case.   
2.2 Catalyst Characterization 
2.2.1 TPR 
Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) was performed on each of the small foams 
using the Altamira AMI- 200 RHP (Pittsburg, PA).  First the foam was treated in 100 sccm argon 
at 150
o
C for one hour to remove any adsorbed gases or water.  Then 25 sccm 10% H2 (balance 
Ar) was flowed through the sample while the temperature was ramped from 35 – 720oC at a rate 
of 10 
o
C/ min.  Finally the sample was exposed to three pulses of 100 sccm 10% H2 balance Ar 
and 50 sccm Ar.  During each of these steps the process was monitored using the instruments 
Thermal conductivity detector (TCD), and the resulting current was plotted to quantify the 
absorption of H2.     
2.2.2 ICP 
Samples were submitted to NSL analytical (Cleveland, OH) and Galbraith labs 
(Knoxville, TN) to be elementally analyzed.  Foams were tested using ICP-MS (inductively 
coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy) to quantitatively determine the bulk composition. The 
samples included representative foams from both co deposited and sequential samples.    
2.2.3 SEM/EDS 
           The surfaces of deposited catalyst foams were analyzed qualitatively for the presence of 
cerium and copper using scanning electron microscopy/ energy dispersive spectroscopy or 
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SEM/EDS.  Foams were fixed to a microscope stage with double sided adhesive and partially 
painted with conductive graphite to aid in the gold coating.  The samples were then degassed 
under vacuum and coated with gold to improve the clarity of the SEM images.  The sample stage 
was loaded into SEM (JEOL JSM-840A) equipped with an ultra thin window EDS for qualitative 
elemental analysis.  Large enough areas were measured so as to acquire the representative 
average composition of the entire surface.  Where possible, areas of similar phase were measured 
for composition independently of neighboring phases.   
2.2.4 TPRS PROX Activity 
 
The temperature programmed reaction spectroscopy (TPRS) was performed on the AMI- 200 
RHP.  Foams ¼” by 1” were coated with catalyst by electrodeposition using the methods 
previously described.  Then they were loaded into a stainless steel reaction tube and fixed on 
each end with quartz wool (Alltech).   Each of the samples was first reduced with 100 sccm 
hydrogen at 300
o
C for two hours.  The samples were then cooled to 25
o
C under 100 sccm 
Nitrogen.  Gas compositions were then changed to a reaction mixture of 40% H2, 1.2% CO, 
0.6% O2, and balance N2 total flow of 417 sccm corresponding to SV of 62000 hr
-1
, calculated 
using the following equation. 
   𝑆𝑉 =
(417𝑚𝑙 /min ⁡)∗60𝑚𝑖𝑛 /𝑕𝑟
(𝜋 0.3175𝑐𝑚 21.27𝑐𝑚 )
= 62208 
1
𝑕𝑟𝑠
       (17) 
The temperature was ramped from 25
o
C to 250
o
C at a rate of 2 degrees C per minute, while 
the CO2 and H2O composition was monitored using a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Ametek, 
Newark, DE).  An increase in CO2 (m/z 44) signal was used as an indicator of PROX activity 
while an increase in H2O (m/z 18) indicated hydrogen oxidation.  A blank foam was run to verify 
that there was no activity in the support structure.   
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2.3  Large Scale Isothermal TPRS 
2.3.1 Overall Reactor System 
An isothermal system, Figure 9, was fabricated in house to investigate the catalytic foams 
at atmospheric pressure on a larger scale, with either a simple (CO, H2, O2 and Ar) or complex 
flow which added steam and CO2.    
               Figure 9:  Large Scale Isothermal Catalyst Reactor 
Due to the complexity of Figure 9, the overall system is represented in diagram form in Figure 
10.  
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Gas flow to the reactor ranged from 400 ml/min to 14 L/min, and was controlled by 
either mass flow controllers (MFCs) (Aalborg, Orangeburg, NY) or rotameters (Matheson tri-
gas, Montgomeryville, PA).  The cylinders of ultra high purity reaction gases H2, O2, CO2, CO 
and Ar (Airgas Baton Rouge, LA) were connected to the flow controllers via 1/8” o.d. stainless 
steel (s.s.) tubing.  Each MFC was controlled and monitored throughout a reaction run by 
computer.  The MFCs were also calibrated in house for the respective gas mixture, (see 
Appendix A).    The lines from each MFC were combined into one ¼” o.d. feed line which was 
then heat traced via heat tape, and maintained at >100
o
C.  For a complex reaction stream a 
syringe pump, obtained from Coleparmer (Vernon Hills, IL), injected deionized water which 
vaporized when it came in contact with the heated walls of the inlet tube, providing steam to the 
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Figure 10:  Large Scale Isothermal Reactor Diagram 
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reaction mixture.  This reaction mixture was then heat traced the entire way to the reactor bed to 
avoid condensation. 
A close up of the reactor bed area outlined in Figure 10 is provided in Figure 11.    
 
 
As the gases entered the reactor they were mixed thoroughly by a random pore ceramic foam 
found in the inlet.  The gases flowed through a ½” stainless tube where both an initial 
temperature and composition were measured, at T1 and S1.   
The gas then came in contact with a micro heat exchanger, manufactured in conjunction 
with Mezzo technologies (Baton Rouge, LA), shown in Figure 12 in which the gas was brought 
to operating temperature.   
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Figure 11:  Reactor Bed Close-up. 
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The gas was then sent across a ½” long 1” diameter catalyzed metal foam and the 
temperature rise measured at T2 to T3, to verify reaction.  The gas stream then came in contact 
with a second heat exchanger where the mixture was cooled.  Again the gases temperature was 
 
 
measured at (T4) and sent across a second catalyst bed.  The temperature rise across this bed 
measured at (T5) and the gas was lowered with a third heat exchanger.  Downstream of the final 
heat exchanger the exit gas composition was measured at S2.  The entire reactor was covered 
with an inner layer of mineral wool insulation, a heating coil, and an additional outer layer of 
insulation.  The heating coil was comprised of a ¼” copper tube through which the same heating 
oil from the heat exchange system flowed to minimize any heat gradients from the system.  
The temperature in both the heat exchangers and heating coil was accurately regulated by 
heating oil.  A temperature controller consisting of an Omron E5GN controller and G3NA-225B 
relay (Grainger Industrial Baton Rouge, LA) was assembled in house.  Oil temperature was 
measured just before entering the heat exchangers to account for heat losses in the pipes and 
control the process temperature more accurately.
Figure 12:  Mezzo Heat Exchanger 
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To allow for higher temperature catalyst pretreatment, collar heaters (McMaster Carr, 
Atlanta, GA) were installed around the reactors.   
A Compaq Daq® data acquisition chassis from National Instruments (Austin, TX) was 
utilized to monitor the progress of temperatures and flows, as well as to control the mass flow 
controllers. Thermocouples, type K (Omega Instruments, Stamford, CN), were distributed at 
various points throughout the reactor system and were input to the Daq.   
The exit gas stream was sent to the fan, then split downstream into a recycle path and a 
vent/sampling path or run directly out of the reactor without recycling.  Recycle ratio was 
measured using a venturi meter (Lambda Square Inc. Babylon, NY) and Dwyer Magnahelix® 
differential pressure meter (Michigan City, IN).  The purpose of the recycle system was to 
increase the space velocity and decrease the concentration of reactants to the reactor, making it 
much easier to control the reaction rate than with temperature control alone.   
For runs with high moisture content the exit gas flow was directed through a tube and 
shell condenser to remove any water vapor from the stream before it was sent to the MS detector.  
In this case temperature was measured downstream of the condenser to ensure that the 
temperature was well below the dew point to avoid condensation in the sampling line.  Samples 
were taken from the four points shown in Figure 10.  Gas composition was measured with an 
Ametek Dycor Process mass spectrometer (MS), (Newark, DE).  This quadrupole MS was 
calibrated on a weekly bases for H2, O2, CO2, and CO with respect to Ar to ensure that the 
measurements were accurate at all times,  (calibrations are in Appendix B).  During any 
sampling event gas flow to the MS was held at 400 ml/min, to decrease lag time.  The majority 
of the sample was directed past the MS inlet, through a rotameter and out the vent.  The 
rotameter verified that sample was flowing at an adequate rate and that no air was being pulled in 
the vent by the MS.   
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2.3.2 Large Scale Experiments 
Two catalyst foams 1” in diameter and ½” in length were loaded into the reactor, and the 
reactor was pressure tested for leaks.  The catalysts were oxidized at 300
o
C for 30 minutes under 
500 sccm pure oxygen, then run an additional 30 min under 500 sccm Ar.  Finally the catalyst 
was reduced under 500 sccm H2 at 300
o
C for 1. The catalysts were then exposed to simple and 
complex reaction mixtures.  The simple reaction mixture was comprised of 40 H2, 1% CO, 0.5% 
O2, balance Ar.  In order to simulate realistic operating conditions of a PROX reactor the 
complex mixture was used with a composition of:  40 H2, 1% CO, 0.5% O2, 9% CO2, 1% steam, 
balance Ar (Appendix C).   Both the simple and complex were tested at inlet temperatures 
ranging from 80 to 150
o
C.   The process flow in each case was run at a 400 ml/min or a space 
velocity of 3700 1/hr, calculated with equation 3. 
 
   𝑆𝑉 =
(400𝑚𝑙 /min ⁡)∗60𝑚𝑖𝑛 /𝑕𝑟
2∗(𝜋 1.27𝑐𝑚 21.27𝑐𝑚 )
= 3729 
1
𝑕𝑟𝑠
         (18) 
Outlet concentration of the gases was monitored and used to calculate conversion and 
selectivity (Appendix D).  The amount of CO converted (Xco), O2 conversion (XO2), and CO 
Selectivity (S) were calculated with the following equations. 
 
            𝑋𝐶𝑂 =
(𝐶𝑂𝑜−𝐶𝑂)
𝐶𝑂𝑜
           (19)                                                                                
        𝑋
𝑂2=
(𝑂2°−𝑂2)
𝑂2
                (20) 
                                                   𝑆 =
(𝐶𝑂°−𝐶𝑂)×0.5
(𝑂2°−𝑂2)
            (21)
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 Equilibrium data for these reaction mixtures was calculated using HSC Chemistry 
version 5.11, and is reported in section 3.3 and the conversion plots. 
2.3.3 Error Analysis and Calibration 
 
The two main sources of error associated with measurements in the isothermal system are 
gas flow and composition.  The MFCs were calibrated using a soap film flow meter (Hewlet-
Packard 0101-0113 soa), and the associated gas mixture.  The MFCs were pressurized and 
were allowed to warm up for ~1 hour. Then a constant voltage was applied while the exiting 
gas film bubble was timed.  The process was repeated at voltages from 0-5 V and resulting 
plots were used to generate linear formulas which were then applied to the return voltage of 
the flow data channel being recorded.  Each MFC was calibrated with the gas mixture it was 
to be used with.  During experimental runs a rotameter at the vent of the system was used to 
verify the total flow at low flow rates.   
 The MS was routinely calibrated to ensure accurate measurement.  Weekly a NIST 
traceable mixture of one reaction gas (H2, O2, CO, or CO2) balance with Ar was connected 
directly to the inlet line of the MS.  The mixture was flowed at ~400 sccm and allowed to 
equilibrate within the MS.  A correlation factor was calculated from the known mixture and 
applied to the single gas measurement in the full reaction mixture.    
 The error propagated from the calculation of CO conversion, O2 conversion, and CO 
selectivity is displayed as 95% confidence level bars on each of these plots.  For a reported 
point on each plot the standard deviation was calculated using Excel then input in to the 
confidence formula with α=0.05 to obtain the 95% confidence bars.  Details of error 
calculations are displayed in Appendix E.
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3 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Electrodeposition 
The results of electrodeposition where deposition times were varied and the concentrations of 
electrolyte solution were held constant at 0.5 M NH4NO3, 0.1 M CeNO3, and 0.001 CuNO3, are 
shown in Figure 13. This graph indicates that the longer the deposition time the greater the 
amount of Ce/Cu material is deposited onto the metal foam, as expected.  It may be noted 
however that the rate of increase in the amount deposited decreases as deposition time increases.  
This could be due to the insulating nature of Ce inhibiting further deposition as more of the 
surface is covered with it [36]. 
                 
                    Figure 13:  Percent of Weight Increase with Increase of Deposition Times. 
 
The second trend displayed in Figure 14, is for six foams that were deposited with 
solutions containing the same concentrations of NH4NO3 (0.5 M) and CeNO3 (0.2 M).  The six 
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                As can be seen in Figure 14, the amount of material deposited rose as the 
concentration of Cu was increased, for both of the time durations.  
In the third scenario, Figure 15, the concentrations of Cu (NO3) and NH4NO3 were held 
constant at 0.2 M and 0.5 M respectively.  All four foams were run at a constant potential of -2.0 
V (versus SCE) for 300 seconds and the concentration of Ce (NO3) was varied from 0.001 to 0.2 
M.    As expected from the previous results, the increase in Ce concentration in the electrolyte 
solution directly corresponds to more material being deposited onto the surface of the foams.   
At comparable times (300 seconds) the amount of Cu in solution seems to have a greater 
affect on the deposition than Ce.  In Figure 16, both of the metals  were deposited at the same 
times  and compositions as their counter parts,  i.e., Ce was varied with a Cu concentration of 0.2 
M and Cu was varied with a Ce concentration of 2.0 M. 
 
     
Figure 14: Percent Weight Increase with Varied Cu Concentration: 120 and 300 second 
depositions. 
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          Figure 15:  Codeposition: Percent Weight Increase with Varied Ce Concentration 
 
                 
              Figure 16: Cu Ce Comparison 
 
 The results in Figure 16 indicate that a change in the concentration of copper in the 
electrolyte solutions has a larger impact than cerium concentration changes. 
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Ce(NO3)3.  The concentrations for the second deposition step were:  0.0, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 
M.  The reduction potential of -2.0 V (versus SCE) for copper deposition was selected to 
promote the formation of jagged surfaces and the possibility of multiple copper phases such as 
oxides, further characterization and adjustment of this parameter is needed to optimize this layer.   
The resulting weight gains shown in Figure 17 indicate that as the concentration of the Ce 
increases the amount of material deposited increases as well, but the percentages of weight 
increases are higher than with codeposition methods.   
                   
                   Figure 17: Percent Weight Increase of Sequential Foams 
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to that seen in the case of varied deposition times, Figure 13.  Once again this may be due in part 
to the deposited Ce insulating the surface and inhibiting any further deposition [36]. 
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Foams of similar final weight and percent weight increase were paired together for use in the 
large system. 
  Table 3:  Percent Weight Increase of Large Foams 
Catalyst  Wt%inc 
1 0.357 
2 0.361 
3 0.373 
4 0.377 
 
3.2 ICP 
Several codeposited and sequential catalysts samples were submitted to analytical labs 
for ICP-MS bulk chemical analysis.  The ICP results from the codeposited catalyst, which 
revealed primarily Ce and little to no Cu, are not reported.  
Table 4:  ICP Results for Sequential Foams 
Sequential 
[Ce] moles/L 
[Cu] Wt% [Ce] Wt% Ce Wt%/Cu Wt% 
0.0 4.94 < 307 N/a 
0.025 2.36 0.192 0.08 
0.05 2.88 0.575 0.20 
0.10 2.1 0.494 0.24 
0.20 5.41 2.39 0.44 
 
 The ICP results for sequential deposition (Table 4) show that as cerium concentration 
increases in the second step the amount of Ce that is deposited increases as well, as expected.  
Note that even though the deposition times for Cu and Ce are the same, the amount of copper in 
the sample is much greater.  This may be explained by the simple fact that the high conductance 
of copper allows it to deposit in layers, as opposed to being self limited like cerium.  It is also 
possible that the deposited copper added surface area due to irregularity of deposit, yielding a 
jagged Cu surface as is customary in over-potential deposits [37].  If it is assumed that the copper 
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deposited not only covers the foam surface but increases the geometric surface area, then the 
amount of Ce that may be coated could possibly increase.    
This increased proportion of Ce, produced in the sequential deposition of Ce onto the Cu 
layer in the second deposition, shows a uniform increase in percentage when normalized to the % 
of bulk Cu in the sample, (Figure 18).  Deviations from this trend could be due to the possibility 
that not all of the deposited copper, created new surface area but some covered a previous 
surface uniformly.   
               
              Figure 18:  Ceria Deposition Normalized to Cu Deposition 
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gravimetric analysis.  Further examination of the deposited species is necessary to fully 
characterize the catalyst.   
3.3 Equilibrium Analysis 
Thermodynamic equilibrium lines for a mixture of 40% H2, 1% CO, 0.5 % O2, balance Ar 
were calculated, Figure 19.   
 
                
 
   Figure 19:  Equilibrium Lines of a Simple Reaction Mix 
 
 
Initial temperature equilibrium levels of 1% CO2 and 0.0 CO or H2O indicate that at 
temperatures less than 50
o
C the mixture is 100% selective for the oxidation of CO.  As the 
temperature rises from this point the increase in both H2O and CO lines as well as the decrease in 
CO2 indicate that more of the oxygen is being used to convert hydrogen, or that the r WGS 
reaction is reducing CO2 into CO, limiting the apparent conversion of CO.  Due to the magnitude 
of the hydrogen line little change can be seen until ~180
o
C and then a slight decrease is noted (as 
expected). 
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Figure 20:  Equilibrium Lines of a Complex Reaction Mix. 
 
Equilibrium calculations of a complex reaction mixture 40% H2, 1% CO, 0.5 % O2, 9% 
CO2, 1% steam, balance Ar are displayed in Figure 20.  Compared to the results of the simple 
mixture the decrease in conversion of CO was not substantial until approximately 100
o
C, and 
then both CO and H2O began to increase at the same rate.  This indicates that the complex 
mixture has a higher selectivity for CO conversion than its simple counterpart, at temperatures 
less than 100
o
C.   
3.4   Preliminary PROX Screening  
  The results of PROX TPRS showed only the sequentially deposited foams had substantial 
activity.  The activity all codeposited catalyst were an order of magnitude less and therefore not 
practical in the larger system, not surprising due to the lack of material deposited. 
The PROX data from the five sequential catalysts is shown in Figure 21.  Within the 
operating range of the PROX system, approximately 130-180
o
C, activity of CO oxidation 
increases with the increase of cerium. This trend is continuous up to 0.24, then broken as the 
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            Figure 21: TPRS of PROX Reaction: Data labels indicate the ratio of bulk percent Ce:Cu. 
 
activity decreases at 0.44 Ce:Cu.  This could be due in part to Ce covering up too much of 
the Cu layer underneath it.  Literature suggests that the optimal percentage of bulk Cu 
loading is between 2-30 wt% and that in order for the catalyst to be active the two metals 
must be close to each other [14, 27, 32, 40].  If the active sites are considered to be these 
areas where the two metals are atomically close, then covering too much of the exposed 
copper with ceria might result in a less active catalyst.   
 Figure 21 also indicates that above 200
o
C the catalyst CO activity is still 
increasing but eventually declines.  Evidence of H2 oxidation, in Figure 22 shows that above 
200
o
C the selectivity for CO oxidation may be decreasing.  For all of Ce loadings the 
presence of steam in the gas stream begins to increase at ~180
o
C.  The decline of CO2 
production seen in each of the trends in Figure 21 should coincide with an increase in 
production of H2O if CO selectivity decreases. Ce:Cu trends 0.24 and 0.20 peak at 221 and 
241
o
C respectively in Figure 21, and show increases of H2O in these same areas in Figure 22.  
Ce:Cu 0.08 in Figure 22 indicates a sharp increase in steam levels at ~180
o
C possibly 
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suggesting that the reason this catalyst is less active in Figure 21 is due to its poor selectivity 
at lower temperatures. 
     
    Figure 22:  H2O Production: Data labels represent Ce:Cu bulk wt% ratios. 
 
  Ce:Cu 0.44 does not show a significant increase in H2O production within the 250
o
C range, but 
could possibly begin to decrease in selectivity at a higher temperature. 
3.5 TPR  
Temperature Programmed Reduction (TPR) was performed on the five sequential 
catalysts, and is shown below in Figure 23.  Since cerium has been shown to reduce at a much 
higher temperature than 400
o
C which is not shown on the graph, all of the peaks shown are 
attributed to different forms of Cu  [41, 42].  As is shown in the literature for bulk CuO, the 
copper surface of the 0.0 Ce:Cu catalyst gives a single relatively high intensity peak at 270 
o
C 
[14, 27, 40].  Conversely at least two literature sources attribute peaks in this region to Cu2O, 
instead of CuO  [30, 43].   In either case there is only one form of Cu present.  As shown in 
catalysts with bulk Ce:Cu ratios 0.08-0.44 (Figure 23) the presence of Ce  divides the single 
copper peak of 0.0 Ce:Cu into several forms, likely copper oxides [22].  As the amount of Ce 
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deposited onto the Cu surface increases, the Cu peaks at lower temperatures become more 
pronounced.   
 
 
Figure 23:  TPR of Sequential Catalyst: Data labels show bulk Ce:Cu ratios. 
 
Kundakovic et al have attributed copper peaks at 125 - 175
o
C to small clusters of CuO in 
close proximity to cerium [40].  Very small clusters appear at the lower end of this temperature 
and slightly larger clusters at 175
o
C [14]    Cerium has been shown to promote the reduction of 
CuO, with the smallest particles most easily reduced [14, 22].  The peaks at 175
o
C, which 
increase in intensity for 0.08, 0.20 and 0.24 Ce:Cu might indicate that more exposed Cu clusters 
are close enough to the Ce clusters for cerium to affect their reduction.  As the Ce ratio continues 
to increase to 0.44 this peak (while still present) decreases in intensity and seems to shift to a 
higher temperature, possibly indicating that fewer small clusters are accessible at the surface.  
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This shift toward a slightly higher temperature is also seen in the PROX activity plot, where 
elevated temperatures are needed to achieve a given activity for 0.44 Ce:Cu.   
   Peaks appearing in the range of 300-400
o
C have been attributed to the reduction of bulk 
CuO by Luo et al [25].   Literature has shown that Ce/Cu surfaces obtained by different synthesis 
methods (e.g.,  precipitation or thermal degradation) can give rise to new forms of copper and 
affect its reducibility [22].  Furthermore, the activation temperature and preparation method 
before testing has been shown to affect the TPR profile of Ce/Cu catalysts as well [32].  Since 
this catalyst preparation method is unique it is not improbable to conclude that a unique 
orientation of bulk CuO could shift its reduction to ~350
o
C.   The intensity of these reduction 
peaks has no correlation to PROX activity, as they probably lack significant interaction with 
cerium. 
3.6 SEM/EDS 
SEM/EDS analysis was performed on catalyst samples to investigate not only the 
structure of the surface but the composition of the metals exposed on that surface.  The ratio of 
relative peaks Ce (~4.85 KeV) and Cu (~8.01 KeV) has been used to determine the relative 
elemental surface compositions.  In each of the EDS spectra, both peaks have been labeled with 
their maximum intensity values compared.   
3.6.1 Codeposited Catalysts    
 An SEM image of one of the many codeposited catalysts, Figure 24.a, shows a very open 
structure with a relatively smooth surface.  A close up of this surface in Figure 24.b revealed flat 
single phased surface with cracks, presumably exposing the foam surface below.  EDS spectra 
from these samples revealed the presence of only Ce, accompanied by the support metals Fe, Al 
and Cr.   
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Figure 24:  a. SEM of Codeposited Foam, b. Close-up of Codeposited Foam Surface 
 
This the lack of material deposited onto the surface, and the absence of exposed Cu 
suggests why these samples showed no substantial PROX activity.  One hypothesis for the lack 
of Cu seen on the surface could be that the copper deposits first on to the surface then is 
subsequently buried by Ce. 
3.6.2 0.0 Ce:Cu  
The first sequential sample containing 0.0 Ce:Cu, Figure 25, consisted of two apparent 
forms of copper visible in the SEM. The first are round clusters ranging in size from 0.5-2 μm 
diameter that in some cases combine to form larger clusters approximately 4 um in diameter.  
The second type of formations is elongated rod-like structure which varies in length, marked by 
the arrow in Figure 25.   
The EDS spectra of this surface, in Figure 26 shows that the surface is comprised 
primarily of Cu (as expected) and to a lesser extent the support metals Fe and Cr.  The 
appearance of iron and chromium in the EDS indicates that some of the original Fecralloy 
surface has not been completely covered.   
 
a.       b. 
Ce 
Exposed 
Foam 
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       Figure 25:  0.0 Ce:Cu Surface: Seen with Cu clusters throughout and rod-like structure 
(arrow). 
 
 
               
 Figure 26: EDS of 0.0 Ce:Cu Surface (Au is coated on the sample to prepare it for  
SEM/EDS analysis). 
 
3.6.3 0.08  Ce:Cu  
An SEM image of the 0.08 Ce:Cu catalyst, Figure 27 reveals a rough surface comprised of both 
clusters and crystalline-like structure.  The EDS spectrum (Figure 28) of the surface (Figure 27) 
shows the presence of both Cu and Ce.  The surface ratio of Cu to Ce is approximately 0.2, 
indicating that much more Cu is present.   
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Figure 27: SEM of 0.08 Ce:Cu Surface:  with a crystalline-like 
phase boxed off. 
 
  
                 
                 Figure 28: EDS of 0.08 Ce:Cu Surface 
A closer view of the boxed section from Figure 27 shown in Figure 29 reveals an almost 
entirely crystalline-like phase blanketing the surface.  The EDS spectrum (Figure 30) of the area 
shown in Figure 29 indicates that this phase is entirely Cu, with no evidence of Ce or the support 
metals.  Due to the uneven surface of the foam support some areas of the surface are more 
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exposed to the electrical field than others, this un even charge density has been shown to greatly 
affect the form of a catalyst [44]. 
 
                               
                              Figure 29:  SEM of 0.08 Ce:Cu Crystalline-like Phase. 
 
               
               Figure 30: EDS of 0.08 Ce:Cu Crystalline-like Surface 
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3.6.4 0.20 Ce:Cu 
The SEM image 0.20 Ce:Cu catalyst, Figure 31, shows evidence of increasing roughness 
of the catalysts surface.  In this figure multiple phases are present, protruding from the foam’s 
surface possibly adding surface area to the catalyst. 
                        
                       Figure 31: SEM Image of 0.20 Ce:Cu Surface 
 
 
              
              Figure 32:  EDS of 0.20 Ce:Cu Surface 
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The EDS spectra (Figure 32) of the 0.20 Ce:Cu surface (Figure 31) shows the presence of 
both Ce and Cu, with the ratio surface Ce:Cu increasing slightly, but still primarily copper.  This 
slight increase corresponds to the increase in bulk cerium composition of the sample shown in 
ICP analysis. 
3.6.5 0.24 Ce:Cu 
 Below in Figure 33 is an SEM image of 0.24 Ce:Cu catalyst foam, which unlike its 
codeposited counterpart (Figure 24a) is less open, supporting the gravimetric deposition evidence 
that more material is being deposited than the codeposited samples. 
 
                        
Figure 33:  SEM of Entire 0.24 Ce:Cu Catalyst Surface 
 
A close up of this catalyst’s surface, Figure 34 shows a much more irregular surface than 
the codeposited surface shown in Figure 24b.  The EDS spectra (Figure 35) of the 0.24 Ce:Cu 
surface (Figure 34) shows pronounced peaks of both Ce and Cu, indicating that the two are 
roughly proportional in their surface coverage.  
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         Figure 34:  SEM Image of 0.24 Ce:Cu Surface 
 
 
 
                 
                 Figure 35: EDS of 0.24 Ce:Cu Surface 
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3.6.6 0.44 Ce:Cu 
The SEM of the 0.44 Ce:Cu catalyst, Figure 36 shows the formation of a new phase 
(boxed),  flatter in nature than the other sequentially deposited surfaces but similar in to the 
purely cerium surface shown in Figure 24.b.   
  
                                  
Figure 36:  0.44 Ce:Cu Surface:  Shown with the flat surface sample (box) and ridged surface 
phase (circled). 
 
EDS analysis of these regions indicates that the boxed flat region has a 3:1 surface ratio 
of Ce to Cu and the rough region circled is 1:3 exposed Ce:Cu.  Even though both metals are still 
present in each phase, this marked difference in phase could account for this catalyst’s loss of 
activity compared to lower bulk Ce ratios.  If it is assumed that at 0.2 M Ce in the second 
deposition there is sufficient ceria to cover too much copper, activity may be affected.  This 
hypothesis is also supported by the reduction of activity seen between 0.24 and 0.44 bulk Ce:Cu. 
 The EDS spectrum shown in Figure 37, of the overall surface of the 0.44 Ce:Cu catalyst 
(Figure 36) indicates that Ce and Cu are present in near equal amounts.   
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           Figure 37:  EDS of 0.44 Ce:Cu Surface. 
 
3.7 Large scale PROX 
The 0.1 Ce sequential method, (resulting 0.24 bulk Ce:Cu) was selected for PROX testing 
in the isothermal system.  Even though the 0.44 Ce:Cu catalyst displayed higher overall activity, 
the 0.24 Ce:Cu showed evidence of increased CO conversion at lower temperatures (150- 
200
o
C).  Conversions and selectivity, of the isothermal system are plotted against outlet reaction 
temperature to, due to the greatest possibility for equilibrium being met at these temperatures.  
CO conversions for the simple and complex inlet gas compositions as well as their 
equilibrium lines are plotted in Figure 38.  The simple flow conversion of CO is 24% at 80
o
C, 
50% by ~100
o
C, and approaches equilibrium by 130
o
C with a maximum conversion of 85%.  
The complex reaction mixture showed 12% conversion at 90
o
C and then rose to 50% by 130
o
C, 
reaching equilibrium conversion of 70% at 140
o
C.   
O2 conversion for both the simple and complex streams is compared in Figure 39.  For 
the simple stream 20% conversion is reached by 80
o
C, 50% at 100
o
C, and 98% O2 is converted 
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by 130
o
C.  The complex trend shows a 12% O2 conversion by 90
o
C, 50% at ~122
o
C, and 94% at 
140
o
C.    
 
             
 Figure 38: CO Conversion vs. Temperature for Large 0.24 Ce:Cu Catalyst: Simple 
mixture (Smpl), Complex (Cplx), and equilibrium conversions (dashed lines). 
 
         
         Figure 39:  O2 Conversion vs. Outlet Temperature for 0.24 Ce:Cu Large Catalyst 
 
In both the O2 and CO conversion plots conversion approaches the equilibrium lines as 
temperature increases.  This decrease in CO conversion while the O2 conversion remains 
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relatively constants dictated by equilibrium constraints is responsible for the drop in CO 
selectivity at higher temperatures through reverse water gas shift.    The activity of the catalyst in 
the presence of a simple reaction mixture is higher than at the same temperature in the presence 
of CO2 and steam, consistent with the literature [27, 32].  
 
Figure 40:  CO Selectivity for 0.24 Ce:Cu Large Catalyst 
Literature has shown that the presence of CO2 or H2O should increase the CO selectivity 
of Ce/Cu catalysts from the values seen in simple flow [27, 32].  In other words, even though 
overall conversion is decreased the apparent conversion of CO should be higher than the 
oxidation of H2.  In Figure 40 the overlapping error bars prevent the conclusion that simple and 
complex selectivities are significantly different.  However both decrease with increasing 
temperature, as is expected.  The decrease in activity must be uniform for both oxidation 
reactions for the selectivity to remain the same for simple and complex cases.  The increased 
level of CO2, if assumed to be sufficiently high, should favor the formation of more CO through 
r-WGS equilibrium.  However this would decrease the apparent CO selectivity.  It may be 
hypothesized that H2O levels are not high enough to significantly influence the water gas shift, 
but instead competitively adsorb to a fraction of exposed active sites.  If the remainder of sites is 
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somehow resistant to this inhibition and remain active then it may be possible to see a decreased 
in overall CO and H2 conversions but still observe the same selectivity, as is shown in these 
results.  However for this to be possible the active sites must be not be affected by the increase in 
CO2 levels in the gas stream.   
3.8 PROX Comparison  
Due to the unique nature of both the synthesis method and the conditions at which the 
catalyst was studied, it is difficult to compare these catalysts directly with other studies.  
However, data from conditions as close as possible have been used to make an approximate 
assessment [22, 24, 29]. 
  These three works investigated the conversion of CO in the presence of a high H2 
concentration (50%) and with oxygen levels in each of the three cases ranging from 1-1.25%.  
Even though all three examine the performance of Ce/Cu catalyst each utilized a different 
synthesis method, and flow rates than this study.  The three methods used were citrate-
hydrothermal (1), sol-gel followed by absorption impregnation (2), and urea combustion onto 
metal foam (3).  
 As shown in Figure 41 the CO conversion found in the electrodeposited catalyst 
performed slightly better than the citrate-hydrothermal catalyst within the range of 90
o
C to 
~110
o
C and then decreased following a trend similar to both (3) and (4).  Note that the space 
velocities for these catalysts is not the same, (2) has a higher SV at 40,000 hr
-1
 where as 1 and 3 
flows are reported to be at 0.144 g·s/cm3.   The quantified results in this work are obtained at 
3700 hr
-1
 (~0.75-0.6 g·s/cm3), significantly slower than the other studies.  However the oxygen 
levels in cases (1-3) are at least twice those used in this study.  Increasing O2 concentration 
would have resulted in an increase in CO conversion.   
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 Figure 41: CO Conversions with Ce/Cu Catalysts:  (1) G. Avgouropoulos [23], (2) Z. 
Shanghong [30], (3) J. Papavasiliou [25], and (4) 0.24 Ce:Cu Electrodeposited Metal Foam. 
 
           
                  
 Figure 42: CO Selectivity with Ce/Cu Catalysts:  (1) G. Avgouropoulos [23], (2) Z. 
Shanghong [30], (3) J. Papavasiliou [25], and (4) 0.24 Ce:Cu Electrodeposited Metal Foam. 
A comparison plot of CO selectivity, Figure 42, shows that at all points the electrodeposited 
catalyst has a lower selectivity than the other cases.  Consequently increasing the amount of O2 
in order to accelerate the conversion of CO would most likely decrease the selectivity in the 
electrodeposited catalyst further. 
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4 Conclusions  
4.1 Deposition 
 Ce/Cu Catalysts synthesized by a two step sequential deposition method showed 
more total material deposited than codeposition.  The 0.2 M Ce in the second 
deposition yielded the highest weight gain of 75%; however the rate of weight 
increase with elevating Ce concentrations was decreasing.  This decrease was due to 
deposited cerium surface electrically insulating against further deposition.  Long 
deposition times and high concentrations of Ce and Cu resulted in the greatest 
deposited amounts.   
4.2 ICP 
 ICP analysis of the catalyzed foams revealed much higher levels of bulk Cu in 
sequentially deposited foams than in codeposited foams.  The analysis also showed 
that the ratio of bulk wt% Ce:Cu increased from 0.0-0.44 as the concentration of 
cerium was increased in the second deposition step from 0.0-0.2 M Ce.  
Electrodeposition of similar volumes of foam at identical conditions (concentrations, 
deposition times, and potentials) can yield slightly different wt% loadings of Cu, due 
to the irregular surfaces of the foams. 
4.3 TPRS PROX 
 Bulk loading Ce:Cu ratios from 0.08 to 0.44 show PROX activity from 90-200oC.  
The most active loading in the PROX operating range of 80-200
o
C is 0.24 Ce:Cu 
which corresponds to a 0.1M Ce concentration in the second deposition step.  
Evidence of significant hydrogen oxidation was not seen until ~180
o
C in any of the 
catalysts, indicating that selectivity at temperatures lower than this may be high. 
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4.4 TPR 
 The presence of Ce on the surface of the metal foam gives rise to at least two forms of 
copper.  Peaks that appear in the region of 175
o
C are attributed to sufficiently small 
clusters of copper in atomic proximity to ceria.  The intensity of these peaks increases 
as the bulk loading ratio goes from 0.08 to 0.24, then decreases at  Ce:Cu 0.44.  The 
order and intensity of these peaks is in agreement with evidence from PROX activity, 
i.e.  the highest PROX activity and most reduction at 175
o
C occurred with a bulk 
Ce:Cu loading of 0.24.  The second form of copper showed no correlation to PROX 
activity. 
4.5 SEM/EDS 
 EDS analysis showed that the amount of cerium found on a catalyst surface is 
incremental to the amount of bulk loading and that for Ce:Cu ratios from 0.08-0.24 
the greater the Ce concentration in the second deposition step the rougher in nature 
the surface.  At 0.44 Ce:Cu large portions of the copper surface are covered with 
smooth layers of ceria, corresponding with decreased PROX activity and a decrease 
in low temperature reduction. 
4.6 Large scale PROX 
 CO and O2 conversions shown by 0.24 Ce:Cu catalysts in simple mixtures increase 
with temperature, approaching equilibrium (85% conversion) by 130
o
C for CO and 
~100% by 130
o
C for O2.  CO and O2 conversions in the presence of 9% CO2 and 1% 
steam are less than that of gas mixtures without CO2 and steam.  The conversion of 
O2 in this complex mixture reaches a maximum of 95% at 150
o
C and CO conversion 
approaches the equilibrium conversion of 70% at ~140
o
C.   The conversion of CO 
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decreases at temperatures higher than 140
o
C, as is dictated by the equilibrium line due 
to reverse water gas shift.  CO selectivity could not be distinguished between the 
simple and complex trends.  The maximum levels were 92% at 80
o
C for simple flows 
and ~87% at 90
o
C for complex.  Both followed a similar decreasing trends as 
temperatures increased, reaching a common minimum of ~62% at 150
o
C. 
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5 Recommendations 
Even though it has been shown that it is possible to produce an active and selective 
Ce/Cu catalyst via electrodeposition there is further work to be done.   
1. The thickness of the deposited layer, the percentage of the foam covered and the 
durability of the deposited surface should be investigated.  
2.  Because the deposition potential for copper was exceptionally high, possibly 
resulting in multiple forms of Cu a systematic study of Cu deposition potential and 
catalyst activity should be done.   
3. Once the most active potential is found further characterization studies should be 
done on this surface to determine the most prominent phase.   
4. Deposition of larger surfaces using a potentiostat capable of higher amperages might 
show the viability of this process on a commercial scale.   
5. Once the catalyst deposition has been optimized kinetic, and mass transfer studies 
may shed further light on the behavior of this catalyst.   
6. The affects of H2O and CO2 should be investigated independently to further clarify 
their effects on catalyst performance and CO selectivity.     
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Appendix B.  MS Sample Calibration Calculations and Log 
  
        Calibration Mix Gas sensitivity 
 
Ar sensitivity 
 
Gas correlation 
  
 
O2 sens 
 
Ar Sens 
 
O2 corr.  
  21% O2 (bal Ar) =Mass 32/21 =(Mass 40)/79 =Ar Sens/O2 sens 
 
        
 
CO2 sens 
 
Ar Sens 
 
CO2 corr. 
  20% CO2 (bal Ar) =(Mass 44)/20 =(Mass 40)/80 =Ar Sens/CO2 sens 
 
        
 
CO sens 
 
Ar Sens  
 
CO corr.  
  5% CO (bal Ar) =(Mass 28)/5 =(Mass 40)/95 =Ar Sens/CO sens 
 
        
 
H2 sens 
 
Ar sens 
 
H2 corr.  
  10 % H2 (bal Ar) =(Mass 2)/10 =(Mass 40)/90 =Ar Sens/H 2 Sens 
 
        
        Fraction Calculation 
       
        Corrected O2 
 
Fraction O2 
    =(Mass 32)*O2 corr. 
 
=Corrected O2/Total 
   
        Corrected CO2 
 
Fraction CO2 
    =(Mass 44)*CO2 corr.  
 
=Corrected CO2/Total  
   
        Corrected H2 
 
Fraction H2 
    =(Mass 2)*H2 corr 
 
=Corrected H2/Total 
   
        Corrected CO 
 
Fraction CO 
    =(Mass 28-(0.057*Mass 44))*CO corr.  =Corrected CO/Total 
   
        
  
Fraction Ar 
    
  
=(Mass 40)/Total  
    
        Total=Corrected O2 + Corrected CO2 +Corrected H2 + Corrected CO + (Mass 40) 
 
        *Correlation values were calibrated on a weekly   basis to 
assure accuracy in the Mass spec readings. 
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Simple Flow CO H2 O2 CO2 H20 Ar Total 
Gas fraction 0.01 0.4 0.005 0 0 0.585 1 
        Flows (sccm) 4 160 2 0 0 234 400 
        Molar flow (moles/ 
min) 0.000164 0.0065 8.18E-05 0 0 0.009569 0.016357 
       
* 
*Total  Molar flow= (Total Flow/1000*1 atm)/(.080206*298K) 
  
        
Complex flow CO H2 O2 CO2 
H20 
(STP) Ar Total 
Gas fraction 0.01 0.4 0.005 0.09 0.01 0.485 1 
        Flows (sccm) 4 160 2 36 4 194 400 
        Molar flow (moles/ 
min) 0.000164 0.0065 
8.18E-
05 0.001472 0.000164 0.007933 0.016357 
Appendix C. Gas Composition Calculations 
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B C D E F G H I 
2 Simple Flow CO H2 O2  CO2 H20 Ar Total  
3 Gas fraction 0.01 0.4 0.005 0 0 =1-SUM(C3:G3) 1 
4 
        5 Flows (sccm) =I5*C3 =D3*I5 =E3*I5 =I5*F3 =G3*I5 =I5*H3 400 
6 
        7 Molar flow =$I$8*C3 =$I$8*D3 =$I$8*E3 =$I$8*F3 =$I$8*G3 =$I$8*H3 =I5/1000*1/(0.08206*298) 
         
        
         11 Complex flow CO H2 O2  CO2 H20 (STP) Ar Total 
12 Gas fraction 0.01 0.4 0.005 0.09 0.01 
=1-
SUM(C12:G12) 1 
         14 Flows (sccm) =I14*C12 =D12*I14 =E12*I14 =I14*F12 =G12*I14 =I14*H12 400 
         16 Molar flow  =$H$17*C12 =$H$17*D12 =$H$17*E12 =$H$17*F12 =$H$17*G12 =$H$17*H12 =I14/1000*1/(0.08206*298) 
Gas composition Cell Operations 
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Steam calculation 
 
At 100
o
C, 1 atm the specific volume (𝜗) of saturated steam is listed at 1673 cm3/g 
 
The desired flow rate for 1% steam. 
 
The molar flow rate of 400 sccm at 1 atm and 298 K is: 
 
𝑛 =
𝑃𝑉
𝑅𝑇
=
1 𝑎𝑡𝑚 ∙  0.400 𝑠𝑙𝑚 
0.08206 
𝐿 ∙ 𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑚𝑜𝑙 ∙ 𝐾 ∙ 298 𝐾
= 0.016357 𝑛/𝑚𝑖𝑛 
 
At 100
o
C  
𝑉 =
𝑛𝑅𝑇
𝑃
=
0.016357
𝑛
𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∙   0.08206 
𝐿 ∙ 𝑎𝑡𝑚
𝑚𝑜𝑙 ∙ 𝐾 ∙ 373 𝐾
1 𝑎𝑡𝑚
= 0.5 𝑠𝑙𝑚 𝑜𝑟 500 𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚 
 
Steam fraction desired: 
 𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 = 500 𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚  0.01 = 5 𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚  
 
Steam mass flow 
 𝑀𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚 =
𝑉𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
𝜗
=
5 𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑚 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑚
1673 
𝑐𝑚 3
𝑔
=0.003192 g/min*60min/hr=0.18 g/hr or 0.18 ml/hr 
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TIME Hydrogen 2 CO 28 CO2 44 Oxygen 32 Argon 40 
 
21:54:34.968 3.20219E-11 9.48596E-13 5.75767E-13 2.33931E-13 1.1681E-10 
 
21:55:06.318 3.20219E-11 9.48596E-13 5.75767E-13 2.33931E-13 1.1681E-10 
 
21:55:37.668 3.21227E-11 9.34958E-13 5.98272E-13 2.458E-13 1.1688E-10 
 
21:56:09.018 3.21227E-11 9.34958E-13 5.98272E-13 2.458E-13 1.1688E-10 
 
21:56:40.368 3.21748E-11 9.28809E-13 6.07683E-13 2.5476E-13 1.1695E-10 
 
21:57:11.718 3.21748E-11 9.28809E-13 6.07683E-13 2.5476E-13 1.1695E-10 
      
fraction [H2 ] fraction [CO] 
fraction 
[CO2] fraction [O2] fraction [Ar] 
 0.345399 0.00605975 0.0038023 0.00208555 0.642838 
 0.345399 0.00605975 0.0038023 0.00208555 0.642838 
 0.345912 0.00594901 0.00394437 0.00218773 0.642155 
 0.345912 0.00594901 0.00394437 0.00218773 0.642155 
 0.346086 0.00589735 0.00400194 0.00226495 0.641812 
 0.346086 0.00589735 0.00400194 0.00226495 0.641812 
 
      Coo O2o del CO del O2 X CO X O2 
0.0097 0.0071 0.00761445 0.00501445 0.375283505 0.70626056 
  
0.00761445 0.00501445 0.375283505 0.70626056 
  
0.00751227 0.00491227 0.3867 0.69186901 
  
0.00751227 0.00491227 0.3867 0.69186901 
  
0.00743505 0.00483505 0.392025773 0.68099296 
  
0.00743505 0.00483505 0.392025773 0.68099296 
      
      S 
 
del CO=Coo-fraction [CO] X CO=del CO/(Coo) 
0.759250765 
 
del O2=O2o-fraction [O2] X O2=del O2/(O2o) 
0.759250765 
     0.764643434 
 
S=0.5*(del CO)/(del O2) 
  0.764643434 
     0.768870022 
     0.768870022 
     
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
*All values in blue cells are recorded values. 
 Appendix D.  Sample Conversion and Selectivity Calculations 
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B C D E F 
2 [CO] [H2 ] [O2] CO o Del CO 
3 0.01074 0.361578 0.005874 0.0121 0.00136 
4 0.01075 0.36129 0.005896 
 
0.00135 
5 0.01075 0.36129 0.005896 O o 0.00135 
6 0.01075 0.36129 0.005896 0.00666 0.00135 
7 0.01075 0.36129 0.005896 
 
0.00135 
8 0.01075 0.36129 0.005896 
 
0.00135 
9 0.01075 0.36129 0.005896 
 
0.00135 
10 0.010512 0.361868 0.005725 
 
0.001588 
11 0.010512 0.361868 0.005725 
 
0.001588 
12 0.010512 0.361868 0.005725 
 
0.001588 
13 0.010512 0.361868 0.005725 
 
0.001588 
      19 Del O x CO XO2 S 
 20 7.86E-04 0.112372 1.18E-01 8.65E-01 
 21 7.64E-04 0.111545 1.15E-01 8.84E-01 
 22 7.64E-04 0.111545 1.15E-01 8.84E-01 
 23 7.64E-04 0.111545 1.15E-01 8.84E-01 
 24 7.64E-04 0.111545 1.15E-01 8.84E-01 
 25 7.64E-04 0.111545 1.15E-01 8.84E-01 
 26 7.64E-04 0.111545 1.15E-01 8.84E-01 
 27 9.35E-04 0.131215 1.40E-01 8.49E-01 
 28 9.35E-04 0.131215 1.40E-01 8.49E-01 
 29 9.35E-04 0.131215 1.40E-01 8.49E-01 
 30 9.35E-04 0.131215 1.40E-01 8.49E-01 
 
  
    
  
35 X CO Avg Xco stdev   
XCO 
Confidence 
36 0.118773 0.000413   0.000405 
 
  
    
  
38 X O2 Avg Xo stdev   
XO2 
Confidence 
39 1.24E-01 0.001703   0.001669 
 
  
    
  41 S Avg S stdev   S Confidence 
42 8.69E-01 0.009565   0.009374 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Appendix E.   95% Confidence Example Calculation 
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B C D E F 
2 [CO]  [H2 ]  [O2] CO o Del CO 
3 0.0107403 0.361578 0.00587368 0.0121 =E$3-B3 
4 0.0107503 0.36129 0.00589636   =E$3-B4 
5 0.0107503 0.36129 0.00589636 O o =E$3-B5 
6 0.0107503 0.36129 0.00589636 0.00666 =E$3-B6 
7 0.0107503 0.36129 0.00589636   =E$3-B7 
8 0.0107503 0.36129 0.00589636   =E$3-B8 
9 0.0107503 0.36129 0.00589636   =E$3-B9 
10 0.0105123 0.361868 0.00572514   =E$3-B10 
11 0.0105123 0.361868 0.00572514   =E$3-B11 
12 0.0105123 0.361868 0.00572514   =E$3-B12 
13 0.0105123 0.361868 0.00572514   =E$3-B13 
      
 
Del O x CO XO2 S 
 20 =E$6-D3 =F3/E$3 =B20/E$6 =0.5*F3/B20 
 21 =E$6-D4 =F4/E$3 =B21/E$6 =0.5*F4/B21 
 22 =E$6-D5 =F5/E$3 =B22/E$6 =0.5*F5/B22 
 23 =E$6-D6 =F6/E$3 =B23/E$6 =0.5*F6/B23 
 24 =E$6-D7 =F7/E$3 =B24/E$6 =0.5*F7/B24 
 25 =E$6-D8 =F8/E$3 =B25/E$6 =0.5*F8/B25 
 26 =E$6-D9 =F9/E$3 =B26/E$6 =0.5*F9/B26 
 27 =E$6-D10 =F10/E$3 =B27/E$6 =0.5*F10/B27 
 28 =E$6-D11 =F11/E$3 =B28/E$6 =0.5*F11/B28 
 29 =E$6-D12 =F12/E$3 =B29/E$6 =0.5*F12/B29 
 30 =E$6-D13 =F13/E$3 =B30/E$6 =0.5*F13/B30 
 
  
    
  35 X CO Avg Xco stdev  XCO confidence 
36 =SUM(C20:C30)/11 =STDEV(C20:C23) =CONFIDENCE(0.05, C36, 4)  
38 X O2 Avg Xo stdev XO Confidence   
39 =SUM(D20:D30)/11 =STDEV(D20:D23) =CONFIDENCE(0.05, C39, 4) 
 
  
    
 
41 S Avg S stdev S confidence  
 42 =SUM(E20:E30)/11 =STDEV(E20:E23) =CONFIDENCE(0.05, C42, 4) 
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